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Current Landscape for Industrial Cybersecurity

In October 2017, the U.S. Department of Homeland
Security and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
issued a rare warning that sophisticated hackers
were targeting energy and industrial firms.
Some of the attacks against nuclear, energy, aviation, water, and critical manufacturing industries had
successfully obtained credentials for accessing the computer networks of their targets.
Cyberattacks have primarily targeted companies with large customer databases or high volumes of
online transactions, but a recent Kaspersky Labs report found that manufacturing companies now
account for a third of all attacks. The implications of cyberattacks on industrial infrastructure are wideranging and costly. For example, a Lloyds study conducted with Cambridge University estimated that an
attack on the U.S. power grid could cost more than $1 trillion in an extreme scenario.
Industrial infrastructure in every sector is at risk from common cyberattacks, including:
• Disgruntled Insider Attacks, where someone with access to passwords and other sensitive
information can negatively impact operations;
• Ransomware and Malware Attacks, where malicious software is accidentally downloaded to a
workstation and spreads to the rest of the network; and,
• Spear Phishing Attacks, where attackers send highly customized emails to a few recipients to
compromise a network.

Protecting Industrial Assets with Baked-in Mechanisms
Machfu’s platform is a solution that helps secure industrial assets with baked-in mechanisms that can
be customized as needed.
• Multi-zone firewall that can be precisely configured to allow the smallest set of data flows to meet
functional requirements;
• Secure bidirectional communication between remote SCADA backend and grid devices via a
private virtual network;
• Non-VPN approach using public static IP addressing on cellular interfaces coupled with the
configuration of various NAT firewall rules;
• Secure switch/router functionality to extend network access to only certain legacy devices;
• Physical ports enable/disable by configuration;
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• Device-specific protocol stacks allow contextual awareness even in pass-through
modes of operation;
• Network security model that can be applied differently for every application;
• Role-based access controls; and,
• Managed software – policy controlled signed/countersigned.
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Figure 1: Machfu’s platform has defense-in-depth security implementation across all the layers of the OSI stack.

Future of Industrial Cybersecurity
Inevitably, new security threats will continue to emerge that put industrial devices at
risk. By connecting industrial devices to a Machfu gateway, companies have access
to the latest applications that are designed to protect against new threats and manage
cybersecurity risks.
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